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Selections Pick-4 Ticket
1 2-9-5 5 7-1-2 9 2-1-7 Race 8:  7, 8 

Race 9:  1, 2 
Race 10:  6 

Race 11:  1, 3, 4, 8 
Total Stake:  $16

2 1-4-5 6 3-7-5 10 6-2-3

3 4-2-7 7 5-1-2 11 4-1-8

4 4-1-3 8 8-7-5

A Closer Look
This section features more in-depth analysis on selected events from each card of racing at 
Northville Downs, with something for the novice player and seasoned handicapper alike.

Race 4 Race 9
4 - SAMMY SAID faded after being forced overland for the 
entire mile last week and in pursuit of a taxing pace the start 
before. Class relief is bound to aid; Northfield lines are more 
indicative of ability. 1 - LILYS REAL BOY made two moves in the 
first six furlongs last week, and still held onto third after levelling 
off late. Post relief is his biggest help today; expect him to stay 
on better late with less need for early exertion. 3 - ACTING 
CAPTAIN tired late after being embroiled in an early pace battle 
last week, and fell victim to a sustained first-over grind the start 
before. He's another one who can benefit from a more direct 
journey.

2 - MIDNIGHT DAY battled stoutly through the far turn last week, 
only to be nabbed by a half length. Before that, he proved his 
pressing and stalking ability in similar fields. It won't take much 
more for him to get the job done at this level, and this assignment 
feels a little more manageable. 1 - ZEKE THE FREAK closed from 
the clouds to only miss by 1-1/4 lengths last week, and rode the 
pocket for a no-match second before that. Pole keeps him well 
within striking range; great opportunity for him to do more. 7 - 
RIGHTHERERIGHTNOW hit the ticket from pacesetting efforts in all 
three of his starts this meet. Wide draw will be his biggest obstacle 
today, but his form should carry, at least to some degree.

Race 6 Race 10
3 - STORMIN AT DAWN cuts back markedly after being 
overmatched in high-level events in his last three. Four back, he 
held for second one level above this one. The horse that beat 
him? Hail Caesar — the likely favourite in tonight's Open Trot. 
Far easier await tonight. 7 - ULTIMATE WINNER worked forward 
into second up the backstretch last week before fading, but 
showed better in similar company the start before despite mid-
race traffic trouble. Relief can aid this 35-time winner, as well. 5 - 
STONEBOROUGH was forced to jump to top-level company 
after winning on Oct. 1, but wide draws did him no favours 
behind Hail Caesar and I Get It. This drop puts him back in a 
more reasonable group. Mind value.

6 - HAIL CAESAR won two of three starts this meet, including a six-
length drubbing of similar competition at this level two weeks ago. 
Versatility, form and class all unite. Far and away my strongest call 
of the card. 2 - CALM AS CAN BEE rode the pocket to second 
behind I Get It, the only horse who has beaten Hail Caesar this 
meet. He's hit the board in five of six tries against higher-level 
company this meet, and his inside draw keeps him close to the 
action with ease. 3 - IMPRESSIVE CHIEF looks to rebound after a 
failed first-over grind in his last. The start before, he emerged out 
of a collapsing second flight to save second behind Hail Caesar. 
Clear sailing and a cosier trip make the 43-time winner a minor 
threat.

Race 8 Driver Selections
8 - DANIKOVA held her ground to beat the girls two and three 
back, and gave a good account of her ability from the pocket 
against higher-level male company more recently. Top 
contender in this division returns to nearly like circumstances as 
a fortnight ago. The mare to beat. 7 - PRINCESS ROCKETTE is 
the likely catalyst for pace pressure yet again, having sustained 
first-over grinds into second-place finishes to Danikova in their 
last two meetings. Ability to take air and still finish strongly is a 
big plus. 5 - IDEAL TOY overcame early road trouble and circled 
wide into the ticket at 14-1 last week, and before that gave one-
paced chase to Danikova from the pocket. Recent improvement 
noted; can share again with similar trajectory intact.

Race 1 
David Lake: #1 over #5 

Race 4 
Kody Massey: #1 over #4 

Race 5 
Kody Massey: #1 over #6 
Kim Pluta: #3 over #9 

Race 7 
Kim Pluta: #8 over #7

Race 8 
Kody Massey: #5 over #8, #9 

Race 10 
Justin Irvine: #6 over #7 
Kody Massey: #1 over #3 

Race 11 
David Lake: #8 over #6


